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Software Defined Networking (SDN) and 

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) are two 

of the key components of the overall movement 

towards software defined IT. Other components 

include virtualized servers and software defined storage 

as well as the management and security functionality 

that is required in a software focused IT environment.

A key enabler of the movement to NFV is that in a 

growing number of instances, commercial off the 

shelf (COTS) hardware platforms have enough com-

pute power that proprietary hardware-based solutions 

are no longer necessary. Some of the drivers of the 

movement include the desire to:

< Have programmatic interfaces that enable 
applications and orchestration systems to pro-
gram the network and request services from it

< Move network functionality off of a lengthy  
hardware life cycle and onto a shorter software  
life cycle

< Increase agility by being able to dynamically 
create and move IT resources and by auto-
mating as much functionality as possible

< Move away from proprietary solutions

One goal of this white paper is to provide insight into 

SDN and NFV: What are they? What’s driving them? 

How are they related to each other? Another goal of 

this white paper is to describe the value that SDN and 

NFV bring to the WAN.

Software Defined Networking
W H AT I S S D N ?

The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) 

is the group that is most associated with 

the development and standardization of SDN. 

According to the ONF, “Software Defined Networking 

(SDN) is an emerging architecture that is dynamic, 

manageable, cost-effective, and adaptable, making 

it ideal for the high-bandwidth, dynamic nature of 

today’s applications. This architecture decouples 

the network control and forwarding functions 

enabling the network control to become directly 

programmable and the underlying infrastructure to 

be abstracted for applications and network services. 

The OpenFlow™ protocol is a foundational element 

for building SDN solutions.”
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Introduction 

< DIRECTLY PROGRAMMABLE:  
Network control is directly 
programmable because it is 
decoupled from forwarding functions.

< AGILE: Abstracting control from 
forwarding lets administrators 
dynamically adjust network-wide 
traffic flow to meet changing needs.

< CENTRALLY MANAGED: Network 
intelligence is logically centralized 
in software-based SDN controllers 
that maintain a global view of 
the network, which appears to 
applications and policy engines as a 
single, logical switch. 

< PROGRAMMATICALLY CONFIGURED: 
SDN lets network managers 
configure, manage, secure, and 
optimize network resources very 
quickly via dynamic, automated SDN 
programs, which do not depend on 
proprietary software. 

A SOF T WA R E DEF I N ED N E T W OR K : 
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What’s driving interest in SDN? 

The Guide to SDN and NFV reported on the 

results of a survey that was taken by 246 IT 

professionals. The survey respondents were asked 

to indicate their company’s interest in SDN. Their 

answers indicate that the interest that enterprise IT 

organizations have in SDN has grown considerably 

over the last year and is likely to grow considerably 

over the next several years. 

Because SDN introduces new functionality, adminis-

trators expect a certain degree of complexity, although 

in order to understand what is driving the interest in 

SDN, the survey respondents were asked to indicate 

which challenges and opportunities they thought SDN 

could help them to respond to. Their responses indi-

cate that IT organizations are optimistic that SDN can 

help them respond to a wide range of opportunities 

and challenges. At the top of the list are: 

< Better utilization of network resources 

< Perform traffic engineering with an  

end-to-end view of the network 

< Ease the administrative burden of 

configuration and provisioning 

Because SDN introduces new functionality into the 

network, added complexity can be expected, although 

that should change over time as solutions become 

more widespread and IT professionals become more 

facile with these new capabilities. 

Where will SDN be deployed? 

While the initial discussion of SDN focused 

primarily on data center implementations, in the 

last year or two there has been a lot of discussion about 

implementing SDN in Wide Area Networks (WANs) and 

campus networks. In order to understand where SDN 

will likely be implemented, the survey respondents were 

asked to indicate how broadly they expected their cam-

pus, WAN and data centers networks would be based on 

SDN three years from now. Their responses (Table be-

low) show that IT organizations believe three years from 

now that SDN deployment in data centers will be highly 

pervasive and that there will also be significant SDN 

deployment both in the WAN and campus networks.

What is a Software Defined WAN?
 

A group that is working to advance the appli-

cation of SDN in the WAN is the Open Network 

User Group’s (ONUG’s) SD-WAN Working Group. That 

group wrote a white paper entitled, "ONUG Software 

Defined WAN Use Case, which identified 10 business 

requirements. To view, see Table on page 6. Some ad-

ditional requirements not listed in the report include: 

P L A N N E D  S D N  D E P L O Y M E N T  F U N C T I O N 

Campus Networks WAN Data Center Networks

1  Based Exclusively on SDN 1% 2% 6%

1  Mostly SDN 10% 6% 20%

1  Hybrid, with SDN and traditional coexisting about equally 34% 36% 50%

1  Mostly traditional 29% 31% 10%

1  Exclusively traditional 13% 13% 4%

1  Don't know 12% 12% 10%
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< Inclusion of optimization functionality 

< Ability to route traffic to the appropriate 

cloud services provider based on 

characteristics of those providers 

< Portal or API-based control of QoS and 

bandwidth allocation 

< Sophisticated analytics into the network, 

the network functions and the applications 

< Automation of the branch office 

functionality that is enabled by NFV 

As is the case with any software defined network, SD-

WAN centralizes the control function in a controller that 

abstracts the network-specific policies and exposes ap-

plication-based business policies to the administrator. 

Under the direction of the controller, the WAN 

platforms implement functionality such as quality 

of service, path selection, optimization and security, 

often using dynamic multi-pathing over multiple 

WAN links. The WAN platforms also provide deep 

visibility to application performance and export 

information to the controller or other collectors. 

What is the value of SDN? 

As was correctly pointed out by the survey re-

spondents, the centralized processing associated 

with SDN means that optimum routes can be calcu-

lated for each flow of WAN traffic by understanding 

the required service levels, having knowledge of the 

performance of each WAN link and by leveraging 

a complete model of the end-to-end topology of the 

network. Given the programmatic interfaces that are 

a key component of SDN, it is also possible to include 

the existence and severity of security events into the 

calculation of optimum routes. 

As was also correctly pointed out by the survey 

respondents, SDN enables better utilization of 

network resources. This fact was demonstrated by 

Google’s G-Scale WAN, the WAN that links Google’s 

various data centers and was the first use of SDN 

in the WAN to gather a lot of attention. Google has 

identified a number of benefits associated with its 

G-Scale WAN, including that Google can run the 

network at utilization levels up to 95%. 

T H E R E A R E M A N Y O T H E R B E N E F I T S  

O F L E V E R A G I N G S D N I N T H E WA N.  

T H I S I N C LU D E S T H E A B I L I T Y T O:

< Provide bandwidth on demand 

< Implement new services faster 

< Provide users with the ability to 

dynamically control their network 

How will SDN be implemented? 

An enterprise network organization can 

implement SDN as a private network or acquire 

WAN services from a service provider that provides 

managed networking. One of the factors that network 

organizations typically use to decide between 

implementing a private network and using services 

from a service provider is the level of complexity. An 

example of that choice is MPLS. Due to the complexity 

of MPLS, the vast majority of network organizations 

have chosen to avoid implementing a private MPLS 

network and to acquire MPLS services from a 

service provider. Given the feedback from survey 

respondents, it is highly likely that many, if not most 

enterprises will acquire SDN based services from a 

service provider. 
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Network Functions Virtualization 

The group that is most closely associated with 

the development of NFV is the Industry Speci-

fications Group for Network Functions Virtualization that 

was formed under the auspices of the European Telecom-

munications Standards Institute (ETSI NFV ISG). Some of 

the key characteristics of the ETSI vision for NFV include: 

< Achieving high performance virtualized network 

appliances that are portable between different 

hardware vendors and across different hypervisors 

< Achieving co-existence with hardware-based 

network platforms 

< Managing and orchestrating many virtual 

network appliances while ensuring security 

from attack and misconfiguration 

< Implementing automation to enable the 

scalability of the solutions 

< Ensuring the appropriate level of resilience to 

hardware and software failures 

As defined by ETSI, NFV is applicable to all data 

plane packet processing and control plane functions 

in both fixed and mobile networks. In a NFV environ-

ment, a Virtual Network Function (VNF) is respon-

sible for handling specific network functions that 

run on one or more virtual machines (VMs) on top of 

a COTS-based infrastructure. A classification of the 

virtual network functions (VNFs) that are associated 

with NFV is shown in Table below.

What is the relationship between 
SDN and NFV? 

The conventional wisdom in the IT industry in general, 

had been that SDN and NFV were separate topics and do 

not need to be formally coordinated. That point of view 

officially changed when the ONF and the ETSI NFV ISG 

announced the signing of a Memorandum of Under-

standing (MOU that states: “Together the organizations 

will explore the application of SDN configuration and 

control protocols as the base for the network infrastruc-

ture supporting NFV, and conversely the possibilities 

that NFV ISG announced plans to collaborate.” 

A recent ETSI white paper  states, “NFV creates a very 

dynamic network environment, driven by customers 

needing on-demand services. The capability to pro-

N E T W O R K E L E M E N T F U N C T I O N 

1  SWITCHING ELEMENTS Broadband network gateways, carrier-grade network address translation, routers 

1  MOBILE NETWORK NODES Home location register/home subscriber server, gateway, GPRS support node, radio 
network controller, various node B functions 

1  TUNNELING GATEWAY ELEMENTS IPSec/SSL virtual private network gateways 

1  TRAFFIC ANALYSIS Deep packet inspection, quality of experience measurement 

1  ASSURANCE Service assurance, service level agreement monitoring, testing and diagnostics 

1  SIGNALING Session border controllers, IP Multimedia Subsystems components 

1  CONTROL PLANE/ACCESS FUNCTIONS Authentication, authorization and accounting servers, policy control and charging 

1  APPLICATION OPTIMIZATION Content delivery networks, cache servers, load balancers, accelerators 

1  SECURITY Firewalls, virus scanners, intrusion detection systems, spam protection

CLASSIFICATION OF VNFS - It will be a while before all of the functionality listed in the Table above is available as VNFs. However, 
some of that functionality, such as routers and firewalls, is already available as VNFs.
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grammatically control network resources through a 

centralized or distributed controller is important in an 

era of continuous change.” 

What are the primary NFV use cases? 

There are many potential use cases for NFV al-

though it will likely be a while, if ever, before all 

are broadly implemented. However, one of the use cas-

es, Virtual Network Functions as a service, is already 

being implemented. Many enterprises are deploying 

numerous network service appliances at their branch 

offices such as access routers, WAN optimization con-

trollers, stateful firewalls, intrusion detection systems, 

and DPI analysis devices. If a number of these func-

tions are implemented on dedicated physical applianc-

es, the result can often be a complex, expensive, and 

difficult-to-manage branch office network. 

An alternative is to subscribe to VNFs that are hosted on 

servers either in the network service provider’s access 

network or provided on the customer’s premise. VNFs 

delivered as a service are analogous to cloud network-

ing SaaS applications where the subscriber pays only 

for access to the service and not the infrastructure that 

hosts the service. The subscriber is also freed of any re-

sponsibility for the planning, designing, implementing 

or ongoing management of the functionality. 

Next Steps 

Perhaps the most important step for network orga-

nizations is to realize the WAN is now the focus of 

considerable innovation. As a result, for the first time in 

a decade network organizations have an opportunity to 

make a significant upgrade to their WANs. 

The next step is for network organizations to either begin 

or to extend the analysis that they have done of SDN 

solutions, whether those solutions are private or carrier 

based. Initially at least, this analysis should include con-

versations with vendors and solution providers. <

1 ABILITY FOR REMOTE site/branch 
to leverage public and private WANs 

in an active-active fashion for business 
applications 

2 ABILITY TO DEPLOY CPE in physical 
or virtual form on commodity 

hardware 

3 A SECURE HYBRID WAN architec-
ture that allows for dynamic traffic 

engineering capability across private and 
public WAN paths as specified by applica-
tion policy, prevailing network WAN avail-
ability and/or degradation of transport or 
application layer performance 

4 VISIBILITY, PRIORITIZATION AND 
steering of business critical and 

real-time applications as per security, cor-
porate governance and compliance policies 

5 A HIGHLY AVAILABLE and resilient 
hybrid WAN environment for optimal 

client and application experience 

6 LAYER 2 AND 3 interoperability 
with directly connected switch 

and/or router 

7 SITE, APPLICATION AND VPN 
performance level dashboard 

reporting 

8 OPEN NORTH-BOUND API for 
controller access and management, 

ability to forward specific log events to 
network event co-relation manager and/or 
Security Incident & Event Manager (SIEM) 

9 CAPABILITY TO EFFECT zero touch 
deployment at branch site with mini-

mal to no configuration changes on directly 
connected infrastructure, ensuring agility 
in provisioning and deployment 

10 FIPS 140-2 VALIDATION certifi-
cation for cryptography modules/

encryption with automated certificate life 
cycle management and reporting
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